Age Beauty
Secret

BIOLINE JATÒ

The secret
of new youth
2 PROFESSIONAL TREATMENTS

IN SYNERGY WITH THE EXCLUSIVE BIOLINE JATÒ® SYSTEM

+
+
+

pure molecules
superfoods
hi-tech active ingredients

PROAGING SG

PREMIUM

REAWAKEN THE SKIN’S POTENTIAL FOR
YOUTH

COSMETIC EXCELLENCE FOR AGELESS
SKIN

The innovative treatment formulated to
prevent and reduce the look of the first
signs of aging.

Reduces the visibility of pronounced
wrinkles and skin laxity, for a more toned
and younger appearance.

5 HOMECARE PRODUCTS
THE CREAM EYE/LIP
A targeted formula that enhances the
natural beauty of the eye and lip contour.

THE CREAM
A real high-tech wonder, reduces the
appearance of signs of ageing.

THE SERUM
An excellent serum that gives triple
perfection to the skin.

THE SLEEPING MASK MEMORY
EFFECT
Gradual-release regenerating night
treatment that nourishes and recharges
the skin, stimulating their natural
biorhythms.

THE EMULSION
An exclusive formula that provides to the
face a firm, radiant and even appearance.
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Proaging SG
treatment

Premium
treatment

First wrinkles, premature aging

Pronounced wrinkles, skin laxity

CLINICALLY-TESTED EFFECTIVENESS*

CLINICALLY-TESTED EFFECTIVENESS*

SELF-EVALUATION TESTS**

SELF-EVALUATION TESTS**

100%
95%
95%
95%

LESS VISIBLE WRINKLES ON
NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE
MORE ELASTIC SKIN

MORE RADIANT AND EVEN
COMPLEXION
LESS VISIBLE WRINKLES ON
FACE

100%
95%
90%
80%

FIRMER LOOK

MORE RADIANT, VITAL AND
EVEN COMPLEXION
MORE ELASTIC SKIN

CROWS FEET WRINKLES,
WRINKLES BETWEEN EYEBROWS
AND LIP WRINKLES LESS VISIBLE

*Clinical test carried out on 20 volunteers with wrinkles and dull skin by an independent body. Professional and

*Clinical test carried out on 20 volunteers with pronounced wrinkles and dull skin by an independent body.

homecare products tested: DAILY RITUAL Energy milk-cream cleansing, lotion refreshing, Exfo mask exfoliating,

Professional and homecare products tested: DAILY RITUAL Energy milk-cream cleansing, lotion refreshing, Exfo

AGE BEAUTY SECRET the oil nourishing, the mask regenerating, the cream dermofondant, the emulsion, the cream,

mask exfoliating, AGE BEAUTY SECRET the serum triple perfection, the mask ionic energy, the serum-mask stretch

the serum, the eye/lip cream.

effect, the emulsion, the cream, the serum, the eye/lip cream.

** % of volunteers who gave a positive review after 3 weeks (professional PROAGING SG - Staminal Gold treatment

** % of volunteers who gave a positive review after 5 weeks (professional Premium treatment and homecare

and homecare products).

products).
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The skin aging
process

The characteristics of our skin change
over the course of our lifetime, but
modern cosmetology offers tools to meet
all our specific needs and to enhance the
natural beauty of the face, even with the
passing of time.
From the age of 35 onwards, the skin
undergoes progressive changes to both
its structure and its function: it thins and
renews itself more slowly, it is unable
to retain water and it contains reduced
sebum and collagen.
The result is dry skin that is less elastic
and with deeper wrinkles.

Changes to our skin determined by aging
occur gradually, layering damage over
each other. In order to slow down the
process or counteract its early effects, it
is therefore crucial to act in a targeted
manner, using specific products and
active ingredients that suit the age and
needs of the skin.
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Functional
substances
Pure molecules, extracted from plant stem
cells using advanced biotechnological
processes, are combined with superfoods,
natural ingredients rich in nutrients and
hi-tech active ingredients such as
peptides, providing the skin with
everything it needs to function at its
best and delay the aging process.

Cosmetics of
the future:
BIOTECH
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

Superfoods:
NATURAL
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

Effectiveness
and safety:
HI-TECH
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
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OLEOSTAMINAL

TOMATO STEM CELLS

The first generation of biomimetic oils
obtained from the Stem Cells of Wild
Olive tree that reactivates the skin’s
energy and radiance.

A biotech screen that protects the skin
from environmental pollution and the
harmful effects of heavy metals for an
advanced defense of skin youthfulness.

MORINGA OIL

UNDARIA SEAWEED

An oil rich in vitamins and amino acids
extracted from Moringa, a plant that has
always been used to hydrate and defend
the skin from damage caused by free
radicals.

A brown seaweed with recognized
properties: it has a brightening action,
it reduces the look of skin blemishes
due to aging, and it promotes a visible
regeneration.

ENERGY BOOSTER COMPLEX

BIOACTIVE PEPTIDE (ACETYL
HEXAPEPTIDE-51 AMIDE)

A unique combination of vegetable
oil with Stevia and Montpellier Cistus
extracts, obtained using innovative
sustainable technology. A concentrate of
energy and vitality for the skin.

Considered the guardian of skin integrity,
it preserves the youth of the skin,
protecting it from UV rays and pollution.
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Take care
of your skin
HOMECARE PRODUCTS
The effectiveness of
both the Proaging
SG and Premium
professional treatments
is enhanced by the use
of homecare products.
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THE EYE-LIP CREAM

THE SERUM

THE EMULSION

UNDARIA SEAWEED, BIOACTIVE
PEPTIDE, TOMATO STEM CELLS

UNDARIA SEAWEED, BIOACTIVE
PEPTIDE, TOMATO STEM CELLS

30 ml / 1.0 fl. oz US

30 ml / 1.0 fl. oz US

BIOACTIVE PEPTIDE, UNDARIA
SEAWEED, TOMATO STEM CELLS,
PURSLANE EXTRACT

A targeted formula for the eye
and lip contour that favors the
facial relaxation, enhances a
firmer look and the elasticity of
the skin, underlining the natural
beauty of the eye and lip contour.

An excellent serum that gives
triple perfection to the skin. Its
vitalizing power is combined with
a tailored cosmetic action that
gives the skin a perfect look for
every occasion.

THE CREAM

THE SLEEPING MASK
MEMORY EFFECT

UNDARIA SEAWEED, BIOACTIVE
PEPTIDE, TOMATO STEM CELLS, SEA
GRAPE EXTRACT

50 ml / 1.6 fl. oz US
An exceptional treatment that
awakens and prolongs the natural
beauty of the skin. Characterized
by a pleasant and easily absorbed
texture, it gives the face a radiant
and compact look and an even
complexion.

HEMP OIL, WILD OLIVE STEM CELLS,
VITAMIN C

50 ml / 1.6 fl. oz US

50 ml / 1.6 fl. oz US

A real high-tech prodigy with
an ultra-nourishing texture. It
reawakens the vitality of the skin
and reduces the visibility of signs
of aging, leaving the face soft and
velvety for timeless beauty.

This precious memory-effect gold
mask that adapts to the shape of
the face offers the skin a gradualrelease regenerating treatment.
A thin layer (1-2 ml) is sufficient
to nourish and recharge the skin
tissues during sleep, stimulating
their natural biorhythms. Upon
awakening, skin will be relaxed,
extraordinarily soft and radiant.
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The Sleeping
Mask
Memory effect

A COMPLETE REGENERATING
TREATMENT

1.

IT NOURISHES AND RECHARGES
THE SKIN WHILE YOU ARE SLEEPING

2.

IT ADAPTS TO THE SHAPE OF
THE FACE

3.

IT GIVES EXTRAORDINARY
SOFTNESS AND BRIGHTNESS
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Age Beauty Secret
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